
Webster Block: Parking Ramp in Sea of
Parking or Character Worth Visiting?

Some of the 11,000 parking spaces within a 10-minute walk
of the Webster Block are seen above, looking southeast. The
First Niagara Center is in the upper right. Between it and the
Buffalo River is the DL&W Rail Road train shed. A city-ap-

proved plan would erect a huge 5-level parking ramp on the
Webster Block, extending over Perry Street and into the cur-
rent arena. Less than 40% of the Main Street frontage is po-
tential retail. The rest is deadzone.
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Webster Block, 1913. Dozens of resi-
dential, manufacturing and ware-
house properties make up a vital
block of the First Ward

Webster Block, 1933-1951. Twenty-
two apartments, two warehouses,
several small hotels and one factory
occupy the block

Webster Block, 1969-2013. All lots ap-
propriated by Urban Renewal Agency
and consolidated into one property.
All buildings demolished by 1969. July 1969 demolition of Benjamin

Rathbun’s Webster Block of 1832. 
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Forty-fours years after demolishing the historic Webster Block, City of Buffalo issues RFP for Webster Block that calls for a parking ramp



A Big Problem: Parking Oriented Development (POD)
driven by government agencies. The “Harborcenter”
(above) project is the result of state and local planners trying
to lure developers to the former “Aud” site by means of a Re-
quest for Proposals (RFP) that was focused on providing a
parking ramp across the street. The result: A parking ramp so
large it extends over the bounds of its site, demanding half the
width of Washington Street and reducing Perry Street to a
block-long entrance tunnel.

On top the five-level ramp are two ice rinks and a hotel.
Trying to do too much on a too-small site, it is a cold mass
that would jeopardize the human-scale residential/retail

called for in the Canal District—Buffalo’s birthplace—one of
the nation’s most historic places. (The idea is based on the
nation’s first shopping mall with a parking ramp—”Parking-
ton,” in suburban Washington, built in 1951. The Washing-
ton Capitals recently built a training rink on its roof.)

A new barrier to development and public access? Illus-
tration above shows proposed City/Sabre parking ramp with
rink over Perry Street, forming barrier to waterfront access
and development. Public transit would be undermined by
constructing the 1000-car ramp directly next to Metrorail
station, violating multi-modal standards that funded Canal
District.

Big Ramp is a Big Problem on the Webster Block



One solution to the Webster Block parking ramp: Build a
smaller ramp to serve a only the hotel and housing, build
one enclosed rink on top of it, and build two open-air rinks
on top of an existing underused ramp on Illinois and Perry

streets. Rebuild the old platform of the DL&W station to
lower Main Street, put a rink on it, and connect everything
with pedestrian bridges one story above street level. It saves
$18,000,000 in unnecessary parking construction. 
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Building upon what we already have, LoMa proposes
unique Sky Rinks and event platforms in existing under-
used ramp. Why not save $18,000,000 by not building a
huge ramp at the Webster Block, use some of the money to
add a roof to existing First Niagara Center ramp (above) for
open-air seasonal rinks and performance spaces? A large
stair tower with a “Hockey Man”  weathervane  announce
facility up and down Perry Street and waterfront. Inspired

in part by 1111 Lincoln Road ramp in Miami Beach (below).
Rooftop and deck below would be unique, compelling.
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A smaller two-level ramp with rink on top.  Parking sufficient
for hotel and residences which wrap structure on three
sides. Each function—hotel, rink/ramp, and residential—re-
ceives its own structure, aiding  identification and creating

an appropriate scale for the neighborhood. Although not rec-
ommended, ramp could have increased capacity by adding
floors.
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Streets remain full-width and full capacity under LoMa
plan.Washington Street, shown above, is kept at its present
width, as opposed to City/Sabre plan, which calls for aban-
donment of half the width of Washington to the Sabres.  A
single rink and a smaller ramp to handle hotel and residen-
tial needs could easily be built within present footprint of
Webster Block. Individual components of the block are eas-
ily “read” by even first-time visitors.

The ramp/rink is inspired by the pioneering “daylight fac-
tories” that were built in  the Buffalo area at the beginning of
the 20th century. It is a highly adaptable form with a geo-
metric grid that can be expanded or contracted easily. Note
the harmony of scale between the HSBC Atrium Building
(left), the First Niagara Center atrium, and the proposed
ramp/rink structure, right.
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Intersection of Perry and Main streets is defined by hotel and
second-story terraces. Hotel connected to arena by bridge
that recalls the “Whipple” truss bridges of the original Erie

Canal, much like the bridge over the Commercial Slip two
blocks to the west (below, c. 1865).
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The Webster Block will effect the desirability of the Canal
District across Main Street, planned for two-to-four-story
retail and residential brick structures. To ensure success of
this long-sought and hard-fought-for community vision,
buildings around the Canal District should be supportive:
they should provide a small, comfortable, and domestic

scale, be inviting and approachable, and contribute to a
streetscape that future residents across the street will want
to look at. They should be buildings people will feel com-
fortable having as neighbors. The hotel and rowhouses here
take on two forms of classic leisure architecture, and avoid
harsh, hard-edged design in favor of softer forms.
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North of the hotel, a row of towntownhouses with ground-
floor retail—”Seamen’s Row”—runs to Scott Street. Like
many buildings formerly at the site, it has a continuous sec-
ond-floor balcony. The old Seamen’s Home on the site was
demolished in 1969. The row serves to introduce residential
uses, human scale, and a resort flavor while screening the

ramp/rink structure from Canal District, where design guide-
lines call for two- and three-story buildings. City-endorsed
plan is massive scale incompatable with historic design
guidelines (below)
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The tower marking the sky rinks and existing parking ramp
has the very important function of obviating the need for a
new ramp: the 1100-car existing ramp is virtually empty dur-
ing the day and outside of arena event times. Arena events
tend to be held at night and during winter, making ample

parking available during the daytime and warm weather, if
only people could easily find it. The tower solves that prob-
lem, while helping visitors navigate the neighborhood.
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The “Hockey Man” tower and the hotel pylon would be dis-
tinctive landmarks of a new neighborhood, visible from a
great distance. They would define Perry Street as the vital
link between the downtown waterfront and the close-in

neighborhoods of the Old First Ward and Cobblestone His-
toric District. The towers are large scale where large scale is
needed, from the east.
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Connecting to the historic DL&W train shed. Connectivity
is the reason Buffalo exists. Its canals and railroads con-
nected a continent. A set of three truss bridges—in Sabres’
and First Niagara Bank colors of blue, gold, and white— and
a pedestrian viaduct would help connect all the buildings
and neighborhoods together, and help people navigate.
The blue bridge would connect to existing ramp via an in-
terpretive pavilion overlooking the Cobblestone District.

In the bird’s eye view at right, the connectivity, interde-
pendence, and mutually supportive nature of the site ele-
ments are obvious. At the same time, it is easy to see how
each element could be built independently, phasing in a

larger project. Bridges and viaduct are circled.
Keeping connections open (Perry Street) while building

new ones is the once and future key to a virtuous spriral of
development on the Buffalo waterfront.
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